The baseline design of CLIC (Compact Linear Collider) uses X-band accelerating structures for its main linacs. In order to maintain beam stability in multibunch operation, long-range transverse wakefields must be suppressed by 2 orders of magnitude between successive bunches, which are separated in time by 0.5 ns. Such strong wakefield suppression is achieved by equipping every accelerating structure cell with four damping waveguides terminated with individual rf loads. A beam-based experiment to directly measure the effectiveness of this long-range transverse wakefield and benchmark simulations was made in the FACET test facility at SLAC using a prototype CLIC accelerating structure. The experiment showed good agreement with the simulations and a strong suppression of the wakefields with an unprecedented minimum resolution of 0.1 V=ðpC mm mÞ.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main linac of the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) uses X-band normal conducting accelerating structures. The motivation for this technology choice is to achieve a higher accelerating gradient and a shorter accelerator length, which extends the energy reach and is potentially cheaper. CLIC rf frequency is 12 GHz and the gradient is 100 MV=m [1] . One of the main challenges to emerge from the choice of such a high frequency is the strong long-range wakefields.
In order to increase luminosity while minimizing the power consumption, multiple-bunch trains are accelerated in each rf pulse which increases the efficiency of the transfer of rf power to the beam. The CLIC baseline beam is a train of 312 bunches with an intratrain bunch-to-bunch distance of 0.5 ns, or 15 cm at the speed of light. When many bunches are accelerated in a train one of the most important limitation to the luminosity is given by the emittance growth due to bunch-to-bunch instabilities caused by coupling through transverse wakefields. In particular transverse misalignments between the beam and the rf structures result in the excitation of long-range transverse wakefields, which kick the following bunches. Dedicated beam dynamics studies indicate that the transverse wakefield kick of a bunch on the following bunch must be suppressed to less than 6.6 V=ðpC m mmÞ, in order to maintain the beam stability in the main linac [2] . Reference [2] reports that randomly jittering bunches experience a factor 4 increase in the projected emittance growth with the wakefield kick at this limiting value. This is the maximum consistent with the emittance growth budget in the CLIC design.
The current CLIC baseline main linac accelerating structure is referred to as CLIC-G design [3] . The CLIC-G design uses both waveguide damping (see Fig. 1 ) and cell-to-cell detuning to provide strong broadband suppression of the long-range wakefields. The waveguides are dimensioned so that the cutoff frequency is above the operating frequency in order to prevent degradation of fundamental mode Q. The cell geometry and rf loads have been extensively optimized in order to maximize efficiency, high-gradient, rf performance, and to meet the beam
FIG. 1. Geometry of single CLIC-G cell.
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Due to the importance of the long-range transverse wakefield suppression, an experimental verification of this aspect of the CLIC-G design has been given high priority. The aim of this demonstration is twofold: validate that the beam dynamics requirements are met, and prove that the computer-simulated transverse wakefields are accurate. This latter condition is essential since the design may evolve in the future. The experimental demands are significant since the suppression must be measured at bunch distances from the peak of the transverse wakefield to the end of CLIC bunch train, which is spanning more than 4 orders of magnitude, namely from 1 mm to 50 m and over approximately 3 orders of magnitude of wakefield level. These very stringent measurement requirements can currently be met only at the FACET facility [6] in the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. The particular feature of this facility, which is so important for this type of measurement, is that it can simultaneously deliver positron and electron bunches. This gave us the possibility of exciting wakes with a positron bunch and then measuring the transverse kick directly on a following electron bunch at variable distance.
A schematic of the measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . The positron beam (driver bunch) passes through the structure under test with a tunable transverse offset, thus generating a transverse wakefield. The following electron bunch (witness bunch) is then deflected by this wakefield. Downstream of the structure, a dipole magnet splits the trajectories of the driver and witness bunches. The positron bunch is dumped, and the deflection of the electron orbit is measured by the following beam positron monitors (BPMs). The wakefield is then deduced from the perturbation of the electron orbit.
A first direct wakefield measurement was previously made at AATF (Argonne Advanced Accelerator Test Facility) using two electron beams (at energy 5=20 MeV), to test the wakefield of next linear collider project (NLC) structures [7] . For the NLC structures a similar measurement was performed at the ASSET facility, using GeV electron and positron beams to gain higher precision [8] . Wakefield measurements of C-band choke-mode structure [9] , as well as the 30 GHz CLIC accelerating structure [10] , were also performed at the ASSET facility. The measurement presented in this report represents a significant step forward in better resolution compared to any previous experiment. This was achieved by using advanced linac alignment and trajectory correction algorithms [11] , as it will be described in subsequent sections.
Indirect wakefield measurements using only a single electron bunch have also been performed for wakefieldtransformer structures [12] , choke-mode cavities [9] , and photonic-band-gap structures [13, 14] . In these kinds of measurements the wakefield signal is picked up by an rf probe in the structure. It is an indirect measurement that does not allow full wakefield reconstruction, for example of trapped modes.
II. EXPERIMENT SETUP
A dedicated test structure was built to carry out the measurement here reported. A 3D model of the test structure is shown in Fig. 3 . The geometry was the same as the socalled CLIC-G, that is the 3 TeV baseline accelerating structure design [3] . The structure was composed of aluminum disks clamped together with bolts. This simplified construction was acceptable since the loaded Q of the dipole mode is very low, of the order of 10, and the test structure would not see high powers. The damping waveguides were terminated by silicon carbide rf loads, assembled in groups in a comblike structure. The total length of the test structure was 1.6 m, which corresponds to six identical structure units. The total length was chosen so that the structures would give an integrated wakefield strong enough to be resolved in the FACET facility, even after 2 orders of magnitude suppression expected. The target resolution of this experiment was set to be less than 1 V=ðpC m mmÞ. At this level of wakefield, a 3 nC positron bunch with 1.2 mm transverse offset will generate 5 keV transverse kick to the following electron bunch in the test structure.
In the measurement, the positron bunch was deflected so that it traveled through the structure with a tunable transverse offset in order to induce a dipolar transverse wakefield. The offset of the positron bunch was controlled using orbit bumps excited using upstream correctors. The strength of the correctors needed to give a desired transverse offset was calculated from the trajectory response matrix, that is the response of the BPM readings to the strength of each upstream corrector. The trajectory response matrix was measured with great accuracy using the tools developed for the beam-based alignment experiment described in [15] .
In order to measure the long-range transverse wakefield with a fine time resolution, and to reconstruct the wakefield spectrum up to 50 GHz, a control and knowledge of the longitudinal spacing between the electron and positron bunches at the level of 3 mm is needed. In the FACET facility, this was possible by changing the positrons "kickout" rf bucket and the synchronized rf phase in the south ring to linac line, to control the relative spacing while the timing of the electron bunches is left unchanged. The kickout rf bucket determines the timing of the positron delivery into the linac in steps of S-band periods, i.e., 350 ps, providing the coarse timing control. A finer, continuous, timing control within an S-band period was achieved by varying the synchronous phase. Such a fine rf phase control system has been proved to be very stable pulse-to-pulse at the subpicosecond level [8] .
The transverse wakefield was calculated from the measured offsets of the electron bunch in the downstream BPMs according to Eq. (1). In the formula Q p is the positron charge (3 nC), E e is the kinetic energy of the electron bunch in the structure (1.19 GeV); and L is the total active length of the structure under test (1.38 m). Δy p is the transverse offset of the driving positron bunch and Δy e is the measured deflection of the electron beam in the downstream BPMs. R − 12 is the response matrix of the BPMs to a transverse kick:
W ⊥ is the unknown wakefield expressed in units of length. The absolute value of transverse wakefield relies on knowing all variables in Eq. (1) before measuring the wakefield. The term R − 12 represents the response of the downstream electron BPMs to a kick located in the middle of the structure. However, since there were no correctors in the center of the structure, R − 12 was not directly measurable. We computed the response by interpolation, sampling the orbit response to the upstream correctors (see Fig. 4 ) and inferring the response to a hypothetical kicker located in the center of the structure from the downstream BPMs. The nearest upstream and downstream BPMs were used to monitor the virtual kick. Two quadrupoles were located very close to the BPMs (5 cm), however this distance is far smaller than the distance between two BPMs, which is 3 m, and the effect of quadrupoles could be neglected. In the downstream beam line, 26 BPMs were used to measure the deflected electron bunch orbit. Thus, R Dispersion free steering (DFS) was applied to the entire beam line in order to reduce the effects of energy jitter on the electron bunch orbit through residual dispersion. The dispersion correction was performed using the technique described in [11] i.e., by adjusting the strength of the correctors to cancel any dispersive effects due to misaligned magnets. In this technique the dispersion is typically measured by observing the orbit change due to a beam energy change. The energy change is usually performed by changing the phase of some klystrons. The simultaneous presence of positrons and electrons in the upstream part of LINAC02 allowed one to measure the dispersion with even higher accuracy: since a positron beam is deflected by a magnetic field oppositely to an electron beam, the motion of a positron beam is equivalent to the motion of an electron beam with negative energy, which effectively gives a very large dispersion. A measure of the dispersion after correction showed that the dispersion in the downstream part of LINAC02 was reduced by 2=3 after DFS.
The preliminary calibration of the orbits completed, the measurement of the long range transverse wakefield could be performed. The vertical transverse wakefield was sampled at 252 different bunch distances. For each spacing several transverse offsets of positron were used, ranging from −1.2 mm to þ1.2 mm in steps of 0.4 or 0.6 mm. The electron orbit was measured and averaged over 100 pulses, in order to reduce the noise due to fast jitters and gain in resolution. Since the positron bunch charge could not be measured when the electron bunch was present, the electron bunch was switched off periodically to check the positron charge. This measurement, in agreement with a FACET monitor displaying the charge profile, showed that the positron charge jitter is less than 2%; this was within the acceptable level for our kick reconstruction. Preliminary analyses of the results were presented at [16] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The transverse wakefield was calculated from the measured trajectories of electron bunches based on Eq. (1). A reference trajectory was recorded in the case the positron was absent. Δy e were the difference of the deflected trajectory to the reference one. The wakefield kick k of one trajectory is calculated by linear fit of Δy e of all BPM readings to the response orbit R 5 ). The misalignment of the test structures and the beam line (within 100 μm) will only change the intercept of this linear function and will not affect the dipolar transverse wakefield results directly. Figure 6 shows plots of measured time-depended transverse wakefield results on two different time scales. The measured wakefields are also compared with GDFIDL [17] simulations of the same geometry, using positron and electron bunch lengths equal to experimental ones. Details of the simulation are introduced in Appendix B.
The resolution of the measured wakefield was calculated from the deviation of repeatedly measured data sets (details are introduced in Appendix A). The minimum resolution achieved in the measurements was 0.1 V=ðpC m mmÞ. This resolution value was about 1%-2% of the wakefield amplitude, which means that the error bars are barely visible in the plots (yet they are displayed). By observing plots in e.g., [8, 9] , it seems that the resolution in such experiments was about 10% of the measured wakefield value, 1 order of magnitude less accurate than the measurement presented in this paper. Better agreement between measured data and simulated ones is also appreciable in this measurement.
At the CLIC bunch spacing of 15 cm, the measured transverse wakefield kick is 5 V=ðpC m mmÞ and meets the requirement determined by beam dynamics. The wakefield continues to fall rapidly and at larger numbers of bunch separations the wakefield potential drops to the range of 0.01-0.1 V=ðpC m mmÞ, which corresponds to the resolution limit of the measurement.
The minimum resolution obtained in the original measured data without any further correction was 0.5 V=ðpC m mmÞ. One of the main error sources comes from the electron orbit drift, which was observed in both cases where the positron beam was present and not present. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is the usual method to discover certain patterns from repeatedly measured orbit [18]. We collected all measured electron orbits in the case that the positron was not present, meaning no wakefield kick and only orbit drift. By using SVD to decompose those orbits, the drift was dominated by a few patterns (modes) as shown in Fig. 7 . The first-order pattern was similar to a betatron-like oscillation but in a different phase to the wakefield kick. We suspected it was due to ripple current of upstream kickers. The second-order pattern was similar to a dispersive drift. Probably because the DFS alignment algorithm was used, this drift mode was much smaller than the first-order one. Figure 8 shows a drift-free correction can be applied to the measured results. Each orbit can be expressed as a vector in N-dimension Euclidean space, where N is the number of BPMs. The calculated wakefield value would be the slope of a linear fit to the measured orbits on the response orbit. This is equivalent to the inner product of two vectors in N-dimension space. The real measured orbits are a linear combination of wakefield kicked modes and drift modes. The amplitude of drift mode component in the measured orbits is not necessarily stable from pulse to pulse. As seen in Fig. 7(a) , the profiles of drift modes were already precalculated from all measured electron orbits without any wakefield kick. The angle between the first/ second major drift mode and the response orbit in the Ndimension space is 39=53 degree. The drift modes and the response orbit were not orthogonal to each other, meaning that there will be projection from the drift modes on the wakefield kicked one as seen in Fig. 8 . This projection increased the pulse-to-pulse uncertainty to the results. Nonorthogonal vector decomposition (parallelogram rule extended to N-dimension) could be used to remove the interference from the drift orbit modes. The drift correction improved the resolution on the points having weak wakefield signal to 0.1-0.15 V=ðpC m mmÞ. However, due to the error of measuring response orbit, this drift correction introduces another error proportional to the signal strength. Thus for those spacings having a strong wakefield, the drift correction may increase the error and it is better to not do the drift-free correction. Consequently each point was calculated in both ways and the one with lower error was selected.
An apparent timing error, that is an error in the spacing between positron and electron bunches, can be seen when comparing measured data with simulation results [see Fig. 6(a) ]. In addition a significant, 300 MHz, frequency difference between measurement and simulation for the first dipole band can be seen. Also nonphysical peaks, those in which the frequency is not harmonically related to the dipole modes in this test structure, appeared in the spectrum.
According to SLAC linac experts, the calibration error of the electronic phase shifter in the rf phase control system is believed to be about 2% of an rf period. Since this error acts differently on the electron and positron bunches, this could explain the time difference observed in Fig. 6 . However, the calibration error was not directly measurable in the FACET facility when the measurement was done and can only be analyzed off-line. This can be done by first assuming it is a real effect and attempting to artificially correct the timing disagreement. The timing shifts between measurement and simulation shown in Fig. 9(a) are calculated by comparing the longitudinal position of each peak or valley for the wakefield value in the measured and simulated data. The shifts appear to be a periodic function of the synchronous rf phase. This is consistent with the believed calibration error in the rf phase shifter, so a sine function was then used for timing correction. Following the timing correction 
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[see Fig. 10(a) ], the measured wakefield shows less timing disagreement to the simulated data. The spectrum of the measured one after the timing correction is plotted in Fig. 10(b) , which is in excellent agreement with the simulated one in frequency and the nonphysical peaks disappear. This means that it is likely that the timing shift was a real effect and that it is reasonable to apply the timing correction to the measured data. By looking closely an additional discrepancy between the simulated and measured wakefield appears. As seen in Fig. 6 (a) the measured wakefield value was lower than the simulated one. The averaged amplitude difference between them is about 10%. Possible explanations related to the measuring are listed below.
(1) The response orbit was measured repeatedly by the tools [15] to get a converged data set (change less than 1%). We managed to get three data sets of response orbit in different days, and the difference among them was less than 0.8%. On the other hand, the profile of response orbit is very similar to the measured wake-deflected orbit (with correlation coefficient is 0.9997), which proved that the response orbit measuring was accurate compared to the 10% difference.
(2) The positron orbit bumping was checked before and after every time shift, and disagreements between the measured positron transverse offset and the target one was less than 2%.
(3) The positron charge, which contributes linearly to the wakefield amplitude, was stable during the whole experiment (overall change was less than 2%).
(4) The measured bunch length was 700 μm for both electron and positron beams. Different bunch length will change the wakefield amplitude and especially the wakefield profile near the overlapping of electrons and positrons. In Fig. 11 we proposed using the rise time to examine the effect of the bunch length. The rise time here is defined as the time interval of the wakefield to rise from 30% to 70% of its peak value, since there were too few measured data below 30% of the peak value. As shown in Fig. 11 , the rise time of measured wakefield is very close to the simulated one using 700 μm bunch length, and changing the bunch length by 100 μm only changes 2% of the amplitude. Thus the bunch length is not likely the reason.
Therefore, these four issues related to the measuring were not likely the reason of the 10% difference. The discrepancy can also possibly come from the simulation, e.g., material of rf load, meshing of geometry, numeric error, etc. The rf load can only affect the wakefield with bunch spacing more than 10 cm (distance from beam axis to the rf load is 5 cm) and is not likely the reason of the 10% difference. As introduced in Appendix B, Simulation on different meshing size was also carried out and no significant difference on the initial amplitude was observed.
In conclusion, the 10% difference between the measured wakefield and the simulated one still remains unknown.
Since the discrepancy at all data points shows similar scale, it is likely due to a systematic error in the measurement. If this is the case, all measured data should be rescaled, and the transverse wakefield at the position of CLIC bunch separation (0.5 ns) is 5.5 V=ðpC m mmÞ, which still meets the beam dynamics requirement.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The long-range transverse wakefield in CLIC accelerating structure was directly measured using beam-based techniques at the FACET facility. The conclusions are as follows.
(1) The long-range transverse wakefield of a 1.5 m length of CLIC prototype damped accelerating structure was directly measured with an unprecedented minimum resolution of 0.1 V=ðpC m mmÞ. The measured wakefield has been compared to computer simulations and good agreement found in the time structure of the wake for frequencies up to 50 GHz. The only discrepancy is an overall 10% amplitude disagreement. This level of precision validates the wakefield simulation techniques used in designing the CLIC main linac. It also gives a direct demonstration that the level of wakefield suppression, less than 6 V=ðpC m mmÞ at the second bunch, 0.5 ns, necessary for beam stability can be achieved.
(2) The wakefield suppression of the CLIC structure design was shown to meet beam dynamics specifications: the measured wakefield at the position of CLIC bunch separation (0.5 ns) is less than 6 V=ðpC m mmÞ. This addressed an important feasibility issue for the future linear collider project.
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APPENDIX A: RESOLUTION OF MEASURED WAKEFIELDS
The resolution of the measured wakefield value was evaluated from the distribution of repeated measurements. As seen in Eq. (1) and Fig. 5 , the final wakefield value was found computing the linear correlation between the electron beam deflection, k, and the transverse positron offset, Δy p . This is expressed as below:
kðn; mÞΔy p ðnÞ Δy
where n is the index of transverse positron offsets, m is the index of repeated data sets, and kðn; mÞ is the deflection calculated from one measured electron trajectory. Other variables were introduced in Eq.
(1). The equation can be rewritten as 
If one considers possible errors from the positron orbit bump, this standard deviation W ⊥ ðn; mÞ − W ⊥ must show a dependency on the positron offsets. This is denoted using the subscript n. In this case the standard deviation becomes
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We defined as rms error of the wakefield measurement the maximum between the two standard deviations defined above, that is,
In this paper the resolution is defined as twice the rms error.
APPENDIX B: SETUP OF WAKEFIELD SIMULATION
We used the GDFIDL simulation code (version: 2015-01-21) [17] for the numerical wakefield estimation. The geometry used in the simulation was the same used as that of the structure built for the experiment, but implemented only 1 structure unit (whereas in the experiment six units were used). All metal surfaces in the geometry were assigned the perfect electrical boundary conditions. The diameter of beam pipes in both extremities were set to 8 mm, and the terminals of pipes were assigned PML ("perfect matched layer") boundary conditions.
In the simulation the wakefields were excited by a positron bunch. The bunch traveled through the structure at the speed of light, with a trajectory parallel to the longitudinal axis with a 0.8 mm transverse offset. Another bunch was injected after the positron bunch to measure the wakefield voltage. The bunch distance was varied from 0 to 1 m using steps of 0.05 mm. Both bunches featured a Gaussian longitudinal charge density, with length σ z 0.7 mm.
In the simulation, the longitudinal mesh size was 0.05 mm, compared to the length of a cell which is 8 mm. To use random-access memory (RAM) efficiently, we divided the geometry in four zones transversely, and adapted the mesh size (as seen in Fig. 12 ). We defined several GDFIDL fixed planes to have mesh planes exactly matching the metal surfaces of the geometry (wall of iris, waveguide, etc.).
Simulations using different mesh sizes were also carried out to check the dependency of the results on the mesh size. Figure 13 shows the result of three different mesh sizes: the first one is the nominal one, the second is a finer transverse mesh but coarser longitudinal mesh, and the last one features a coarser mesh both transversely and longitudinally. The discrepancy among them is about 1%-1.5% of the wakefield amplitude.
